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Towards Sustainable and Scalable Educational Innovations Informed by the Learning SciencesIOS Press, 2005
The 13th International Conference on Computers in Education (ICCE 2005) is being held from 28 November to 30 December 2005 in Singapore. It is the latest in a longstanding series of annual international conferences held in the Asia-Pacific region, highlighting top quality research on the application of computers in education.

The theme...
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Dictionary of Architecture and ConstructionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
2500 NEW TERMS -- 100 NEW ILLUSTRATIONS
  This massive compendium by a renowned architectural editor and 50 expert contributors features over 2300 line drawings and clear, concise definitions of more than 27,000 important architecture and construction terms. The most definitive reference in the field, Cyril M. Harris's...
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Buoyancy Effects on Natural VentilationCambridge University Press, 2013

	This book describes in depth the fundamental effects of buoyancy, a key force in driving air and transporting heat and pollutants around the interior of a building. This book is essential reading for anyone involved in the design and operation of modern sustainable, energy-efficient buildings, whether a student, researcher, or practitioner....
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Simply Scheme - 2nd Edition: Introducing Computer ScienceMIT Press, 1999
There are two schools of thought about teaching computer science. We might caricature the two views this way:

· The conservative view: Computer programs have become too large and complex to encompass in a human mind.
Therefore, the job of computer science education is to teach people how to discipline their work in such a way...
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Private Equity: Transforming Public Stock Into Private Equity to Create ValueJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"Harold Bierman has blended an excellent mix of important principles with real case study examples for a better understanding on a rather sophisticated finance subject."
–Edward M. Dudley, Vice President & General Auditor, ABB Americas
"The role of private equity firms in financing buyouts as well as providing...
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ABC of Nutrition (ABC Series)BMJ Books, 2003

	Nutrition is one of those subjects which comes up every day in general practice—or should do—yet in most undergraduate medical schools it is crowded out by the big clinical specialities and high technology procedures. It is for subjects like nutrition that the British Medical Journal’s ABC series is extremely useful.
...
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The Innovator's Solution: Creating and Sustaining Successful GrowthHarvard Business School, 2003
At best one company in ten is able to sustain profitable growth. Yet capital markets demand that all companies seek it relentlessly and mercilessly punish those who fail. Why is consistent, persistent growth so difficult to achieve? Surprisingly, it’s not for lack of great ideas or capable managers, nor is it because customers are too...
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Head First PMP: A Brain-Friendly Guide to Passing the Project Management Professional ExamO'Reilly, 2009
Learn the latest principles and certification objectives in The PMBOK Guide, Fourth Edition, in a unique and inspiring way with Head First PMP . The second edition of this book helps you prepare for the PMP certification exam using a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works. You'll find a full-length...
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Digital Electronics: A Practical Approach with VHDL (9th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	This ninth edition of Digital Electronics: A Practical Approach with VHDL provides

	the fundamentals of digital circuitry to students in engineering and technology curricula.

	The digital circuits are introduced using fixed-function 7400 ICs and evolve into

	FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) programmed with VHDL (VHSIC Hardware...
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JavaScript For Kids For Dummies (For Dummies (Computers))For Dummies, 2015

	Have big dreams? Kick start them with JavaScript!


	If we've learned one thing from the Millennial generation, it's that no one is too young to make history online. JavaScript For Kids For Dummies introduces pre-teens and early teens alike to the world of JavaScript, which is an integral programming language...
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Kant's 'Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals': A Critical Guide (Cambridge Critical Guides)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Its 77 Academy pages make the Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals a short book, certainly by Kantian standards. Readers of the Critique of Pure Reason or the Metaphysics of Morals can easily get the impression – true or not – that they are looking at a ‘patchwork’ of previously existing material. The Groundwork is...
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Eliminating Waste in Business: Run Lean, Boost ProfitabilityApress, 2014

	Redundant employees. Storerooms full of extra stock "in case we need it." Marketing money sprayed in all directions in the vain hope it will create customers. Duplicate IT systems. HR policies that fatten the corporate waistline rather than keeping it trim. Budgeting exercises that result in "more of the same, plus...
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